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its hard to imagine how to classify a double album when it practically becomes a concept album, but the amazing jeckel brothers has that problem. for starters, the album isnt over 2,000+ words & includes 22 songs on the 2 discs, with some songs fitting in 2 place. i got a look at the tracklist & here are my thoughts. the album is comprised of
exactly one normal song for every jeckel brother, not to mention the album concept is every song on the same topic. the album has no verse bridges and you have to really study the songs, becuase theres more to them than just the title in the all-caps. but this is one for the juggalos, and surely means that if youre into icp, youre gonna like

this. additionally, it covers everything from rap to balladry, and i have not heard so many different dynamics in a single album from icp. going by the team up albums, this one better be good, otherwise people will be calling for them to cancel the 2010 hallowicked. dats & jigga what? on 2 tracks, they refer to themselves as dats & jigga. i guess
they dont wanna give their relationship away? lol. anyway, this is not another dats & jigga joint. it just so happens theyre the same day of the week too, on the 2 tracks. that other track is the return of the original version of 3 rings, which had appeared on the first jokers card album. this song marks the first appearance of ever since then of the
beat wildcut billy style, which is used on nuckin stinkfish, which also appeared on the first forgotten freshness, and again on forgotten freshness volumes 1 & 2. the rest of the track is a 17 minute epic of what is essentially an almost entirely instrumental piece. there are also a number of other remixes & edits of the track, one of which runs for

close to an hour long. the longest of the instrumental remixes also appears on boondox, actually a re-working of the thugalog. the track gives a glimpse of the production style of future albums, with some funky chops on the hi-hats and other digital effects on the kicks and snare.
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